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Let S be a right reductive semigroup. Then the semigroup S is embedded nn the sermgroup 

A(S) of all left translatioms of S as its left ideal. Thus we regard S as a left ideal of A(S). Then 

A(S) is am essemtial extension of S as a right S-systerm. By Berthiaulne [2] there exists the injec-

tive hull I(S) of S comtaining A(S) as a right S-subsystem. Im S 1, we give necessary and suf-

ficient conditions that A(S) equals I(S). It turms out that both left zero semigroups and rught 

reductive primitive regular semigroups sati:sfy any one of these conditions. Consequemtly we 

show that full transi~ormation semigroups (written on the left) amd the direct product of column-

monomial matrix semigroups over groups are right self-iujective. We also study nght non-

singular semigroups, semilattices of groups S which satisfy the condition that A(S) = I(S). In S 2, 

we state sorne results on riglrt self-imjective semigroups. In particular it is shown that any direct 

product of right self-injective semigroups with O amd I is right self-injective. Consequently we 

show that any direct product of self-injective semigroups is self-iujective. 

S 1. Injective hulls 

Let S be a semigroup (.neither necessarily with O nor 1), and let Ms be a non-

empty set with an operation of S on the right side. Then Ms is called a right S-system 

if (Ins)t=m(st) for all m e Ms and for all s, t e S. If Ns is a non-empty subset of Ms 

such that Ns is closed under the operation of S on Ms, then Ns is called a right S-

subsystem of Ms' A mapping ip of As to Bs, where both As and Bs are nght S-systems 

is called an S-holnomorphism if c(as) = c(a)s for all a e As and for all s e S. A right 

S-system Is is called injective if for any injective S-homomorphism ip : As~Bs and for 

any S-homomorphism ~ : As~>Is there exists an S-homomorphism 6 : Bs~>Is such 

that ~c=~. A right S-system Is is called weakly injective*) if for any right ideal R 

of S and for any S-homomorphism oc : R->Is, oc is extended to an S-homomorphism p 

S->Is' In particular, S is called 1'igllt [weakly] self-injectjve if S is [weakly] injec-

tive as a right S-system. Further if S is both left and right [weakly] self-injective, 

then S is simply called [weakly] self-injective. Let Ms be a right S-system and Ns 

a right S-subsystem of Ms' Ns is said to be essential in Ms if every S-homomorphism 

ip : Ms~>Ks such that ip I Ns is injective is injective itself. In this case, Ms is called 

*) The concept of "weakly injective" introduted here is defined in a weaker sense than those of [2] 

and [41. 
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an essential extension of Ns' 

The following result is due to P. Berthiaume [2] 

THEOREM 1. Let S be a semigroup, and Ms an arbit/'ary rightS-systeln. Then 

there exists an injective right S-systeln Ks such that Ks is an essential extension of 

Ms and thel'e exists no injective right S-system between Ms and Ks' In this case, Ks 

is called the injective hull of Ms and it is denoted by I(Ms)' 

Let S be a right reductive semigroup. Then S is naturally embcdded in the semi-

group A(S) of all left translations of S as a left ideal, where the product ab of elements 

a, b of A(S) is written as ab(s) = a(b(s)) (s e S). Hereafter we regard S as a left ideal of 

A(S), where for a e A(S) and for t e S, the product at=a(t) and ta = b e A(S), b(s) = 

t(a(s))_ (s e S). Thus the semigroup A(S) satisfies the following coridition : (1.1) For 

any a, b e A(S) as= bs for all s e S implies a = b. 

LEMMA 1. Let S be a right reductjve semigroup. Then A(S) is an essential 
extension. of S as a right S-system. 

PROOF. Let Ks be any right S-system and ip any S-homomorphism of A(S) to Ks 

such that the restriction ip I S of c to S is injective. Let a, b be elements of A(S) 

such that c(a) = ip(b). Since c(ax) = c(bx) for all x e S, it follows that ax=bx for all 

x e S. We have a = b, by (1.1). Therefore A(S) is an essential extension of S 

LEMMA 2. , Let S be a 1'ight reductive semigroup and A(S) the ~einigroup of all 

left translations of S. Then A(S) is the injective hull of S as a right S-system if and 

only ifA(S) is a right self-injective semigroup. Further in this case, S is right weakly 

self-injective. 

PROOF The "only if" part : Let MA(s) be a right A(S)-system which is ~n 

essential extension of A(S) as a right A(S)-system. Consider MA(s) as a right S-

system. Smce A(S) is an injective right S-system, there exists an S-homomorphism 

~ : MA(s)~>A(S) such that ~ I A(S) = IA(s), where IA(s) denotes the identity, ina~ping on 

A(S). Then it will be seen that ~ is an A(S)-homomorphism : For each a e MA(s) 

and for each x e A(S), ~(a) (xs) = ~(a(xs)) = ~((ax)s) = ~(ax)s for all s e S. Hence 

~(a_)x = ~(ax) and hehce, ~ is a A(S)-homomorphism. Therefore we have MA(s) = 

A(S)* T~us it fQlIOWS from Theorem.1 that A(S) is injective as a _ right .A(S)-system 

that iS,_ A(S) iS a right self-injective semigroup 

The "if" part Suppose that A(S) rs a nght self mjectrve semrgroup.' . Let I(S) bc 
the . ihjedtive hull. of ~ containing A(~) as a righ~ S-subsystem. Note first 'that for ~ny 

m; ri~e I(S), mt=nt for all t e S implies m'=n. To prov~ this, define a relati6n p by 

a p b (a, b e I(S)) if,and only if at=bt for all t e S. It is clea' that p is an~~_congru-

ence on I(S), that is, a p b (a, b e I(S)) implies at p b t for all t e S. Then there exists 
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an S-homomorphism ~ : I(.S)->1(S)/p defined by ~(m.) = pm (m e I(S)), where I(S)lp 

is the factor right S-system of I(S) by p and, pm denotes the p-class containing In 

(see [II, 1, p. 25l]). Since ~ I S is injective and S is essential in I(S), it follows that ~ 

is injective. This means that p is the identity relation on I(S). Hence mt=nt (m, 

n e I(S)) for all t e S implies m = n. Next, for each m e I(S) and for each ~ e A(S) 

define a mapping ~~,A: S->1(S) by ~~,h(s) = m(.~s) for all s e S. Since I(S) is an injec-

tive right S-system and ~~,;t is an S-homomorphism, there exists an S-homomorphism 

~~,A: A(S)->1(S) such that ~~,~ I S=~~,h. It also follows from the above that the 
existence of ~~~,jL is unique. Thi-s gives the operation (.') of A(S) -on I(S) d-efined by 

m'A = ~~~,A(Is) for each In e I(S) and for each ~ e A(S), where Is denotes the identity of 

A(S). Then it will be ~een that (In'~).~=m'(~~) for any m e I(S) and for any ~, ~ e 
A(S) : ((m'~).~)s = ~~.h,~(Is)s = ~~.A,~(s) = (m'A) (~s) = ~~,A(Is) (~s) = ~~,A(~s) = m(A(~s)) 

= m((~~)s) = ~~,A~(s) = ~~,A~(Is)s = (m'(A~))s for all s e S, equivalently, (m'~).~=m' 

(A~). Thus I(S) becomes a right A(.S)-system. It is clear that In's=ms for all s e S 

and for all m e I(S). Since A(S) is essential in I(S) as right S-systems, we have that 

A(S) is essential in I(S) as right A(S)-systems. Since A(S) is right_ self-injective, it fol-

lows that A(S) = I(S). In this case, Iet R be a right ideal of S and ip an S-homomor-

phism of R to S. Since A(S) is an injective right S-system, there exists an S-homo-

morphism ~ : A(S)->A(S) such that ~(r) = ip(.r) for all r e R 

A (S) ---~c A (S) : cR, cs denote the inclusion mappings of R to A(S). , 

,^f f,･ of S to A(S), respectively. 

R-=->c S 
Since ~(S) = ~(Is)S ~ S, it follows that c~ induces an S-homomorphism ip* : S->S such 

that ip* I R = ip . Therefore S is right weakly injective 

THEOREM 2. Let S be a right reductive semigl'oup, and A(S) the selnigroup ofall 

left translations of S. Let I(S) be the injective hull of S containing A(.S) as a right 

S･subsystem. Then thefollowing conditions are equivalent: 

( I ) A(S) is th,e injective hull of S as a right S-system, that is, A(S) = I(S). 

(II) A(S) is a right self-injective semigroup. 

(III) For each m e I(S) {x e S I mx e Sj. = S. 

(IV) i) S is a right weakly self-injective semigro'up, 

ii) for a,ny 117 e I(S) and for any pair of distinct elements a, b e S there exists 

x e S such that mx e S and ax~ bx. 

PROOF. (1)c>(II) : This follows from Lemma 2 

(D=>(III) : Obvious. 

(III)=>(1) : Consider the mapping ip : I(S)~'A(S) defined by ip(m)s = ms for each 

m e I(S) and for each s e S. Then ip is an S-homomorphism and c I A(S) = IA(s) 

Since S is essential in I(S) by Theorem I , we have A(S) = I(S) 
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(1)~(IV) : Condition i) follows from Lemma 2. Condition ii) follows from the 

assumption that S is right reductive 

(IV)=>(1): Let I(S) be the injective hull of S containing A(S) as a right S-sub-

system. Define a relation p on I(S). as follows : For a, b e I(S) a p b if and only if 

there exists ln e I(S) such that ax=bx for all x e {x e S I mx e S} . Then by i) p I S is 

the identity relation on S. It is easy to check that the relation p is an S-congruence 

on I(S), that is, a p b (a, b e I(S)) implies axpbx for all x e S. Note that p is the 

identity relation on I(.S). Because that S is essential in I(S). Let m be any element 

of I(S). Put {xeSlmxeS}=(In: S). If (m: S) is an empty set, then by ii) S is 
trivial, that is, S is a single-element semigroup. In this case, it is clear that I(S) = S 

Hence I(S) = A(S). So we can assume that (m : S) is a right ideal of S. Define a 

mapping ~,~ : (m : S)->S by ~~(x) = mx for each x e (m : S). Then ~~, is an S-homo-

morphism. Since S is weakly right self-injective, it follows that ~~ is extended to an 

S-homomorphism ~,~ : S->S. Then ip~~ e A(S) and ~~x = mx for all x e (m: S) 

This implies that ~~ p m. Hence ~~ = m Therefore we have A(S) I(S) This 
completes the proof of the theorem 

REMARK I . Let S be a right reductive semigroup such that A(S) = I(S). By 

Theorem 2 A(S) is a right self-injective semigroup. Hence A(S) must have left zero 

elements. Thus S has left zero elements 

LEMMA 3. Let S be a semigl'oup witll, Iej~ zero elelnents and I(S) the injective 

hull of S. Tl7en fol' each In el(S)¥S, Im,S n SI ~~2. 

PRooF. Suppose that there exists m e I(S)¥S with 1171Sn Sj~1. Then m.S n S 

is empty or rnS n S consists of a left zero element. Define a mapping ip : S U m.S U {m} 

->1(S) by ip(s) = s for each s e S and ip(n) = zo for all n e InS U {m} , where {zo} = mS n S 

if ImS n Sl = I or zo is an arbitrarily fixed left zero element of S if ImS n SI = O. Since 

ip is an S-homomorphism, it follows that c is extended to an S-homomorphism ~ : I(S) 

->1(S). Since S is essential in I(_S), we obtain that ip is injective. This is a con-

tradiction . 

By Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 we have 

THEOREM 3.*) Let S be eithel' a left zel'o sell7igl'oup ol' a 1'ight reductive pl'imi-

tive regulal' sel77igroup. Then A(S) is t/7e injective hull of S as a 1'igl7t S-system and 

is a right self-injective selnigroup. 

PRooF. We first consider the case where S is a left zero semigrotip. For any 

m e I(S) and for any s e S, there exists z e S such that Insz e S, by Lemma 3. Since S 

*) Theorem 3 of this paper has been independently (and in a general form) proved by H. J. Weinert 

[S-sets and semigroups of quotients, Semigroup Forum, 19 (1980), 1-78] 
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is left zero, it follows that ms = Insz e S. Thus we have m.S~Sfor all In e I(S). There-

fore S satisfies the condition (III) of Theorem 2. We next consider the case where S 

is a right reductive primitive regular semigroup. For any m e I(S)¥S and for any 

s e S, there exrsts z e S such that msz e S and Insz ~ mO, by Lemma 3. Since S is the 

O-disjoint union of completely O-simple semigroups, it follows that lns e InszS~S. 

Thus we have InS~S for all m e I(S). Therefore S satisfies the condition (III) of 

Theorem 2. The theorem follows from Theorem 2 

Immediately we have 

COROLLARY 1. ([3, Theorem 7.16]) Any direct product of colurn.n,-m,onomial 

Inatrix semigroups over groups is a 1'ight self-injective ~elnigroup 

Let X be a non-empty set and J7~x the full transformation semigroup on X (written 

on the left side). Given a binary operation (･) on X with x'y = x (x, y e X), the set X 

with the binary operation (･) is a left zero semigroup. Then it easily follows that 

A(X) = J'rx' 

By Theorem 3 we have 

COROLLARY 2. Full tl'ansfol'Ination semigroups on sets (wl'itten on left side) 

are right self-injective. 

Immediately we have 

COROLLARY 3. Every [finite] sem,igl'oup is elnbedded in, a right self-injective 

[finite] regulal' selnigroup. 

THEOREM 4. Let S be a right 1'eductive colnpletely simple semigroup but not a 

left zero semigroup. Then A(So)*) is the injective hull of S as a right S-system and 

is a right self-injective semigroup. 

PROoF. Let S be a right reductive completely simple semigroup but not a left 

zero semrgroup. First we shall show that A(So) is an essential extension of S as a right 

S-system. Let Ks be any right S-system and ip any S-homomorphism of A(S) to Ks 

such that ip I S is injective. Let x, J' be elements of A(So) with ip(x) = ip(J'). Then it 

will be seen that for each s e S, xs e S if and only if ys e S : If xt e S and yt=0 [xt=0 

and yt e S] for some t e S, then ip(xts) = ip(yts) = ip(yt) = ip(xt) [c(yts) = ip(xts) = ip(xt) = 

ip(yt)] implies xts = xt [yts = yt] for all s e S. Thus xt [yt] is a left zero element of S 

Then it easily follows that S is a left zero semigroup. This is a contradiction. There-

fore we have xs e S if and only if ys e S (s e S). Thus c(xs) = ip(ys) implies xs = yS 

for each s e S. Also, x0=yO = O, since S has no left zero element. Thus we have xs = 

ys for all s e So' Hence x = y and hence c is injective itself. Thus A(So) is an essential 

*) So is the semigroup obtained from S by adjoining with zero 
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extension of S. Next we shall show that A(So) is the injective hull of S. Let I(S) be 

the injective hull of S containing A(So) as a right S-subsystem. We can make I(S) 

into the right So~system with xO = O for all x e I(S). Then it is clear that A(So) is 

essential in I(S) as right So~systems. By Theorem 3 we have A(So) = I(S), that is, 

A(So) is the injective hull of S. Also' by Theorem 3 A(So) is a right self-injective semi-

group. Thus the proof of the theorem is complete 

Let S be a semigroup with O and I a right ideal of S. If for any non-zero x e S, 

there exists s e S1 *) such that O ~ xs e I, then the right ideal I is called n -large. While 

if for each triple of a, b and c e S with a ~ b there exists z e S such that cz e I and az ~ 

bz, then I is called dense. A semigroup S with O is called rigll,t non-singular if every 

n -large right ideal of S is dense. Of course, a right non-singular semigroup is right 

reductive . 

The latter half of the following theorem was proved by C. Hinkle [4] -

THEOREM 5. Let S be a 1'ight non-singular semigroup. Then A(S)=1(S) rf and 

only if S is a rigll,t weakly self-injective semigl'ou,p. Further, if S is a regular semi= 

group, th.en so is A(S). 

PROOF The "only if" part This follows from Lemma 2 The "if" part : Let 
I(S) be the injective hull of S containing A(S) as a right S-subsystem. For each 

m e I(S), put {x e S 1 In,x e S} = (m : S). Then it easily follows from Lemma 3 that 

(m : S) is an n -large right ideal of S. Since S is right non-singular, (m : S) is dense. 

Therefore S satisfies the condition (IV) of Theorem 2. By Theorem 2 we have A(S) 

= I(S). Further if S is a regular semigroup, then it follows from Theorem 4.2 of [4] 

that A(S) is a regular semigroup. The theorem holds 

COROLLARY 4. Let S be a rightnon-singularsemigroup. Then S is right weakly 

self-injective and has identity if and only if S is right self-injective. 

We next investigate semilattices of groups which satisfy the condition that A(S) 

= I (S) . 

Let S be a semilattice of groups. It is well known that a) every idempotent of S 

is in the center of S, b) S is reductive and c) A(.S) is a semilattice of groups. (See [1, 

I, Lemma 4.8] [5, V. 6.5 Corollary]:) 

THEOREM 6. Let S be a semilattice ofgroups and Es the set of all idempotents of 

S. Then thefollowing conditions are equivalent: 

( I ) A(S)=1(S) . 

( II) A(S) is a self-injective selnigroup which is a sem,ilattice of groups. 

(III) For each e e Es eS is an injective right S-system. 

(IV) For each e e Es eS is a self-injective semigroup. 

*) S1 is the semigroup obtained from S by adjoining with identity 
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PROOF. (1)c>al) : This follows from Theorem 2 and the above fact c). 

(1)=>(III) : Since A(S) is an injective right S-system, there exists the injective 

hull I(eS) of eS such that I(eS) ~ A(S), by Theorem I . Define a mapping ~ : I(eS)-> 

eS by ~(m) = m.e for each In e I(eS). By using the above fact a), it rs easy to check that 

~ is an S-homomorphism. Since ~ I eS is injective and eS is essential in I(eS), we 

have that ~ is injective itself. Hence I(eS) = eS and hence eS is an inJective right 

S-system 

(III)~(IV) : Obvious. 

(IV)~(III) : Let Ms, Ns be right S-systems and c, ~ an inJective S-homomor-

phism of Ms to Ns, an S-homomorphtsm of Ms to eS, respectively. Consider Ms. Ns 

as right eS-systems and ip, ~ as eS-homomorphisms. Since eS is an injective right 

eS-system, there exists an eS-homomorphism ~ : Ns~;eS such that ~ip=,~. Since 

~(nt) = ~(nt)e=~(nte) = ~(n)te = ~(n)t for all n e Ns and for all t e S, it･ follows that ~ 

is an S-homomorphism. Thus it follows that eS is injective as a right S-system 

(III)=>(1) : By Theorem 2, it is sufficient to show that xS ~ S for all x e I(S). 

Let x be any element of I(S) and e any idempotent of S. Then xeS n S ~ eS. Since 

eS is injective as a right S-system, there exists an S-homomorphism ~ : xeS U eS~,eS 

such that ~ I eS = 1*s' It is clear that ~ is extended to an S-homomorphism 8 : xeS U S 

->S such that 8 1 S = Is' Since S is essential in xeS U S, it follows that ~ is injective 

Hence xeeS. This implies that xS~S for all x e I(S), since S is a semilattice of 

groups. This completes the proof of the theorem 

S 2. Right self-imjective semigroups 

In general, right self-injective semigroups have left identities and left zero ele-

ments, but neither necessarily identity nor zero element (see Theorem 7 below). Right 

reductive right self-injective semigroups have identity but not necessarily zero element, 

for example, full transformation semigroups on sets X (lXl~2). Self-injective semi-

groups have identity and zero element. 

THEOREM 7. Let S be a righ,t simple semigro'up. Then So is a rig'ht self-injec-

tive semigroup. 

PROoF. Let I(So) be the injective hull of So' Suppose that there is m e I(So)¥~o' 

By Lemma 3 ImSo n Sol ~2. Hence there exists a non-zero x e So Such that mx e S. 

Since S is right simple, we have mSo = So' Define a mapping ~ : So U {m} ~>1(So) by 

~(s) = s for each s e So and ~(m) = mz, where z is an arbitrarily fixed idempotent ele-

ment of S. Then ~ is well defined and is an So~homomorphism. Hence ~ is extended 

to an So~homomorphism ip : I(So)~>1(So)' This contradicts that So is essential in 

I(So)' Therefore we have I(So) = So' The theorem follows. 

The following results show that the class of right self-injective semigroups is not 
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closed under taking direct products but the class of right self-injective semigroups 

with O and 1, and the class of self-inJective semigroups are closed under taking direct 

products. 

THEOREM 8. Let L, R be a left zero semigroup, a right zel'o semigroup, respec-

tively. Then (1) A(L) and Ro are right self-injective semigroups. (II) If IL1~2, 

IRI ~2, then the direct product A(L) x Ro of A(L) and Ro is not a 1'ight self-injective 

sem ig rou p. 

PRooF. (1) : This follows from Theorem 3 and Theorem 7. 

(II) : Let a, b be distinct elements of L. Then we have, both (a, Ro) and (b, Ro) 

are right ideals of A(L) x Ro, and (a, Ra) n (b, Ro) = c] . Here suppose that A(L) x Ro 

is a right self-injective ' semigroup. Then there exists a A(L) x Ro~homomorphism 

~ : (A(L) x Ro)1H,A(L) x Ro such that ~((a, Ro)) = {(a, O)} and ~((b, Ro)) = (b, Ro)' 

Put ~(1)=(c, d) e A(L) x Ro, where c e A(L) and d e Ro' It follows that dR0=0 and 

dRO = Ro' Hence R = Ro and hence IRI=1. This is a contradiction 

REMARK 2. In the above theorem, it also follows that A(L) x Ro is not the injec-

tive hull of L x R as a nght L x R-system 

THEOREM 9. Any direct product lll S* of right self-injective semigroups S. 
.=A 

with O and I is itself rlgh,t self-injective. 

PROoF. Put n S. = T. Let MT, NT be right T-systems and n, ~ an injective T-
*=A 

homomorphism of NT to MT, a T-homomorphism of NT to T, respectively. Then it 

will be shown that there exists a T-homomorphism ~ : MT->T such that ~n = ~ : For 

each oc e A , take e* e T such that the oc-component of e* is I and all the other com-

ponents of e. are O. Then ~(NTe*) ~; Te*, n(NTe*) ~ MTe* and Te* ~; S* (as semigroups) 

for all oc e A . Since Te* is a rrght self-injective semigroup, there exists a Te.-homomor-

phism ~* : MTe*~'Te* such that ~*n I NTe. = ~ I NTe. for each oc e A . Define a mapping 

~ : MT-> T by ~(m)e* = ~*(me.) for all m eMT and for all oceA . Clearly, ~ is well defined. 

For any m e MT and for any t e T, ~(mt)e.=~*(mte*) = ~*(me~te.=~(m)te* for all 

oc e A. Thus ~(mt) = ~(m)t for all m e MT and for all t e. T, that is, ~ is a T-homomor-

phism. For any n e NT (~n) (n)e. = ~(n(n))e. = ~.(n(n)e.) = ~.(n(ne.)) = ~(n~a) = ~(n)e. 

for all oc e A . This implies that ~n = ~ . Therefore we have that T= rl S* is right self-
*~A 

injective. The theorem follows 

COROLLARY 5. Any direct product of self-injective semigroups is itself self-

injective. 

The following result gives examples of commutative self-injective semigroups which 

are not semilattices of groups 
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THEOREM 10. Let S=

 be a cyclic semigroup. Then S~*) is a self-injective semigroup If and only tf ISI isfinjte. 

PROOF The "only if" part Suppose that S = 

 is an infinite cyclic semi-group. Then we have xm ~ xn for each pair of distinct integers m, n. Define a map-

ping ip : x2S~-~Sg by ip(x2s) = xs for all s e S~. Then c is an S~-homomorphism 

Since S~ is self-injective, ip can be extended to an Sg-homomorphism ~ : S~ ->Sg. 

Then we have ~(1)x2 = x. This implies that x =xn (n ~; 2). This is a contradiction. 

Therefore ISI is finite. 

Tl he "if " part : Let I(Sb) be the injective hull of S~. Suppose that there is 

m e I(S~)¥S~. Since I(Sb) is an essential extension of S~, it easily follows that ml = m. 

Since ISI is finite, there exists an integer n such that mxn e Sb and mxn-1~:S~, where 

xo = I if necessary. So we can assume without a loss of generality that m ~: Sb and 

Inx e S~. By Lemma 3, Inx~0. Since ImxSgl
integer n.. Define a mapping n : S~ U mS~->1(Sg) by ~(s) = s f'or all s e S~ and n(ms) = 

xn-Is for all s e S~. Then n is an S~-homomorphism and is not injective. But n I S~ 

= Iso' This contradicts that S~ is essential in I(Sg). The proof of the theorem rs com 1
 

plete. 

In contrast with Ring theory, it is natural to ask whether the semigroup of a com-

plete n x n.-matrix ring over a field is self-injective or not. The following example 

shows that the answer is in the negative : 

EXAMPLE. Let Q be the field of rational integers and M2(Q) the complete 2 x 2-

matrix ring over Q. For brevity, Iet S denote the multiplicative semigroup of the 

ring M2(Q)' Let S-Jra c~ } -1 2 2J, el~I 1 O] and ~~Lb dJ;a, b, c and deQ , f-
~O O -1 -1 

e2 =[ i g O1 ' Then f, el and e2 are idempotents and fS n (eISUe2S) =0. Here 

suppose that S is right self-inJective. Then there exists an S-homomorphism ~ : 

S~'S such that ~(f)=0, ~(el) =el and ~(e2) = e2' Put ~(1) =[~ J~j･ Since 

I~ ~J[g gJ=1~ g]=1g g O O we have ~ )~]18 OJ=10 y = j j
 

I
 

JI , and 
O1 1 Ov I " J=1 l ~ ~ ~ O1 ' This contradicts that ~(f) = ~(1)f= O. Therefore S is not right 

self-injective. Dually S is not left self-injective. 
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